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Let g be a Kac-Moody algebra defined by a (not necessarily symmetrizable) 
generalized Cartan matrix. It is shown that the existence of an imbedding of Verma 
modules over g, where the two highest weights both lie in the Weyl group orbit of a 
dominant integral weight, is determined by the Bruhat order on the Weyl group. 
Also, some general results relating Verma module imbeddings and the Weyl group 
are proved. 0 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The question of what Verma module imbeddings occur over finite 
dimensional split semisimple Lie algebras over fields of characteristic zero 
was settled in [l, Theorems 2 and 31, where it was shown that such imbed- 
dings are determined by the Bruhat order on the Weyl group. For the case 
of Kac-Moody algebras, which are infinite dimensional generalizations of 
the finite dimensional split semisimple algebras, the question is not so sim- 
ple, due to the fact that Verma module imbeddings exist where the highest 
weights are not in the same Weyl group orbit (under the “dot” action). 
When the Kac-Moody algebra is defined by a symmetrizable generalized 
Cartan matrix, a condition on highest weights is given in [3, Theorem 4.21 
which is necessary and sufficient for the existence of a Verma module 
imbedding. It is shown in [7, Theorem 8.151 that when both weights lie in 
the Weyl group orbit of a dominant integral weight, this condition is given 
by the Bruhat order on the Weyl group. This leaves the case of a 
Kac-Moody algebra defined by a nonsymmetrizable generalized Cartan 
matrix unresolved. 
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In the present paper, we consider the case of a Kac- 
defined by a not necessarily symmetrizable generalized Ca 
first prove some general results which relate Verma module imbeddi~~s 
and the Weyl group, and then show that when both weights are in the 
Weyl group orbit of a dominant integral weight, the existence of Verma 
module imbeddings is determined by the Bruhat order on the Weyl grou 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give the bas 
definitions and notation associated with Kac-Moody algebras, as well as 
some known results about Verma module imbeddings whi 
in the sequel. We prove some general results about the 
Verma module imbeddings in Section 3. The case where 
weights are in the Weyl group orbit of a dominant integral weight is con- 
sidered in Section 4, where we show that the existence of Verma module 
imbeddings arc determined by the Bruhat order on the Weyl group. 
This work represents a portion of the author’s Ph. D. dissertation, CQ 
pleted at the University of Wisconsin in 1985. The author wishes to express 
his gratitude to Professor Georgia M. Benkart for many helpful dis- 
s, and to thank the referee for suggestions which simplilied some of 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
Let A = (A,) be an 1 x I generalized Cartan matrix (GCM), i.e., a matrix 
with integer entries satisfying Aii = 2 for 1 6 i 6 I, A, 6 0 for i #j, an 
A ri = 0 if and only if A,, = 0. Let K be a field of characteristic zero, and let g. 
be any Lie algebra over K satisfying 
(1) g is generated by a finite dimensional abelian subalgebra h, called 
the Cartan subalgebra, and elements e,,..., e,, fi,..., fi, called simple root 
vectors and negative simple root vectors, respectively. 
(2) There are linearly independent sets (hl,..., h,) in h a 
in h*, the dual vector space of h, such that A,= ctj(hj) for all 1 
a,‘s are called the simple roots, and the hjs are called the simple dual roots. 
(3) [ei,fj] =6,/z, for all 1 d i, j< 1: 
(4) [h, ei] = ai ei and [h, fi] = -ai(h)fi for all huh an all 
l<idl. 
(5) ad(e,)‘-A~(ej)=O=ad(f,)‘~A~(J;) for all i#j. 
(6) There is an involutive antiautomorphism q: CJ + g such that 
q(e,) =f, for all 1~ i < 1 and v(h) = h for all h E 6. 
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For each GCM A, such an algebra g exists and is called a GCM, or 
Kac-Moody, Lie algebra defined by A. These objects were introduced in [2 
and 41. 
Let n (respectively, n) denote the subalgebra of g generated by e, ,..., e, 
(respectively, fi ,..., fi). Set b = h 0 n (vector space direct sum). 
For any h-module M and any Igh*, let M,={m~Mlh.m=/Z(h)m 
for all h E h}; if Mn # 0, call /z a weight of M. In case A4 is an h-module 
satisfying M = 0 >. E b* Ml and all ML are finite dimensional, call M a weight 
module. 
Let M be a g-module. If a EM, is a nonzero vector such that n. v = 0, 
then we call v a maximal vector of weight 2. If in addition M= U(g). v 
(where U( - ) denotes the universal enveloping algebra functor), then we 
call v a highest weight vector of weight 2, and we say that M is a highest 
weight module of weight 1. Every highest weight module is a weight 
module. 
Assume 1 E h *, and let K(A) be the one-dimensional b-module whose 
underlying space is K, and whose b-module structure is defined by (h + X) . 
k= A(h) k for all h E h, x~n, and kE K. The induced g-module M(1) = 
m)ou,b, K(L) is called the Verma module of weight 1. It is well known 
that M(1) is the universal highest weight module of weight A. Furthermore, 
any nonzero g-module homomorphism from M(U) to M(A), where A and p 
are in h*, is injective. 
Define the root lattice Q to be the free abelian group with basis 
1 c~i,...,c~~}ch*, and let Q+={~f=,k,cliIki~Z+ for all i}, where Z, 
denotes the set of nonnegative integers. Define a partial order d on h* by 
~~~ifandonlyif1-~~Q+.Fora=Cf=,kicliEQ+,wedefinetheheight 
of LX by ht(a) = Cf= I ki. 
The roots of g are defined to be those CY Eh*\(O) such that g, # 0. Let d 
be the set of roots of g. From the relations, it is easy to see that 
A=A+uA-, where A+=AnQ+ is the set of positive roots and 
A ~ = -A+ is the set of negative roots. 
Let P = (1 E h* I J(hi) E Z for all i}. We call P the set of integral weights, 
and the set P+ = (1 E h* / n(hi) E Z, for all i} the set of dominant integral 
weights. 
For i = l,..., Z, define the linear involution ri: h* -h* by ri(a)= 
A-l(hJ aj. The Weyl group W is then defined to be the subgroup of 
GL(h*) generated by pi,..., rl. If WE W, define the length Z(w) of w to be the 
smallest IZ such that w may be written w = yi, . . . Y,. 
The set of real roots is A, = (/3 E A 1 p = wcli for some w E W and some 
i= l,..., I}. We set AL = A+ n A,. If /I = wc(, E Ai, then we define the reflec- 
tion rpE Wby rg=wriwpl. This is independent of the choices of cli and w. 
Choose p~lj* such that p(hi) = 1 for i= l,..., 1. In general, p is not 
unique, but we fix a particular choice. 
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r A E h* and w E W, define the dot action of w on 2 by w. 2 = 
p) - p. It is easy to see that this defines an action of W 0x1 
WE W, we set @,={~EA~~w-‘~EA~} and (CD,)=&, 
well known that j@,/ =1(w) and (@,,,)=p-wp for all WE W. 
We now define raising and lowering operators on h* which will make it 
easier to state certain known results on Verma module imbeddings, 
EFINlTHQN 2.1. For i= l,..., I, define maps -r,: h* -+ lj* and ri: h* + h* 
by 
-r, . I. = 
Y;’ A if yi. 2” < A, 
2 otherwise, 
and 
y; /J = ri i if yi. 2 3 A, 
13. otherwise. 
The following proposition is a restatement of [ 1, Lemma 9] for the case 
oody algebras, and follows by the same proof. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let i, p E lj*, and let 1 6 i< 1. 1f om~(~(~)~ 
M(i)) # 0, then Hom,(M(_r,. p), M(_r,. 2)) # 0. bn any case, dim 
t%om,(M(_r,. P), M(_r,. A)) 3 dim Horn&M(p), M(2)). 
The analogous result for raising operators is proved in the course of the 
proof of [7, Lemma 8.141, using Enright’s completion functors. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let A, ,u E lj*, and let 1 6 i< 1. If 
M(l”)) # 0, then Hom,(M~,. P), M(F;. i.)) Z 0. In Qlzy case: 
dim I-Iom,(M(?; p), M(vj. A)) 3 dim,Hom (M(p), M(A)). 
3. GENERAL RESULTS ON VERMA TVIODULE IMIBEDDINGS 
We first prove some facts about the Weyl group. ‘The next three results 
are well known, but the usual proofs make use of an invariant bilinear 
form, which does not exist in the general case. For this reason, we prov 
proofs, which are essentially modifications of the proof of [7, Lemma 8. 
The proofs make repeated use of the observation that for all w, Y E W 
nElj*, w~l”-r~w~~~=w(;l-(w -1rw)~3.)=w(~~-ww1rw(/1)+ (@,-I,,)). 
?R~~~SITION 3.1. Let ill B+, w E W, and i E (I,..., 1). Then l(r,w) > I(w) 
l~andonlyiSrj.w.~~<w.~.Also, if~?+p~P+, WE W~andi~(B,...,l), then 
I(r,w)>E(w) implies ri’ w~iv<w./2. 
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ProoJ: We first assume that i E Pf and prove the first statement. Sup- 
pose ri. w. ,? < w. 2, so that w. i - ri. w. 1= ~lq for some positive integer n. 
Then by the preceding observation we have nw-‘ai=L- wp’r,w(;l)+ 
(@,-I,,,). But wplrjw(;l)<I, since w -‘riw(A) is a weight of the irreducible 
highest weight module L(1) of highest weight 1, so we must have 
W-laid+, and hence cli 6 Qw and cli E @,,,. Also, for any fi E @,, we have 
riPEA+\(cci} and (riw)-‘r,pEA-, so that @,,,z (ai} u (ri/31/?E@,}. 
Thus Z(r,w) = I@,,, I > 1 dsw / = I(w). 
Conversely, suppose l(r, w) > I(w). Observe that ri. w. A# w. ;1, since 
otherwise we would have O=w~‘O=w~‘(w.II-rj.w.i)= 
I- w-‘r,w(i)+ (@,-I,,,), so that wplriw= 1, which is absurd. If 
ri.w.,?>w./2, then ri.ri.w.I<ri.w.l, and by the above paragraph, 
I(w) = Z(r,r,w) > I(r,w), contrary to hypothesis. Thus ri. w. /z < w. 1. This 
proves the first statement. 
For the second statement, assume that ;1+ p E P+, and l(r,w) > l(w). We 
first show that w-‘E,ELI +. Since 0 E Pf, by the first statement we have 
w.O-ri.w.O=nai for some n>O. Thus nwplai=w-‘(w.O-ri.w.O)= 
0- w-‘r,w(O) + (@,-I,,,) = (@,+-I,,,), so that nwP1ai>O. Thus 
W-‘Cl,Ed+. 
Now suppose ri’ w. J > w. A. Then, writing ri. w ’ A- w. ;1= rncl; with 
m > 0, we have mw-‘ai= wp’(r,w(/2 + p) - w(I+ p)) = w-‘r,w(;l+ p) - 
(n+p). But w-‘rjw(/Z+p)<;l+p, since the former is a weight of the 
irreducible highest weight module L(/z + p) of highest weight 2 + p, con- 
tradicting the fact that w ~ ‘cli E d +. Therefore ri. w. 2. < w. 1. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let II E P+, w, W’E W. Zf w.I,=w’.& then w=w’. 
ProoJ We have jl= w-l. w’.k Write wP1w’= ri, “‘r4, where 
n = I(w -‘w’). By the above proposition, ,J> ri, * /z > . . . > ri, . . . . . ri,. I”, so 
that we must have n = 0 and w = w’. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let ,IE P+, w E W, and BE A;. Then Z(rpw) > l(w) if 
andonly ifrp.w.A<w.2. 
ProoJ: Suppose rp ’ w./z<w.;1. Then w.&r,.w.n=ng for some 
;ut$ and nwplB=/Z-w-‘rgw(A)+ (cD~~++,)>O, so that w-‘PEA+. 
B$@‘,? and /I E Qi,,, . Write @w=S’US,, where 
S,= {aE@,Irg(a)EA+} and S,= {aEQw)rp(cc)EAp}. If FESS, then 
(rBw)-’ rB(cc) = w-%E A-, so that rS(cc)E Qraw. If cry&, then write 
rp(a) = CI - mp, where m > 0. Now (rgw)-’ (a) = (rgw)-’ (ra(m) + rnfi) = 
w -lff - mw -‘/I < 0, so that CL E @jr,<,+,. Thus, we have shown that /I E Grow, 
rpS1 c Qrirw, and S2 c QrD,,,. Since {/I}, rgSl, and S, are pairwise disjoint 
sets, we have Z(rB w) = 1 Qraw I > 1 Qw 1 = Z(w). 
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Conversely, suppose Z(raw) > I(w). By the above corollary, rB. w ‘ /z # 
w-2. If rp.w.L>w.A, then ra’rP.w.l<rp.w.k, and by the prece 
argument I(w) = I(rprg w) > Z(r@w), contrary to hypothesis. Therefore 
rp.w.2.<w.i. 
e now turn to the case of Verma module imbeddi~gs where the hi 
weights are related by a reflection. 
LEMMA 3.4. If ri’ il d A, where 2 et)*, then dim Horn,(M(rj~ I.), 
M(n)) = 1. 
Proof. Let v be a highest weight vector for M(A). Since M(A) = U(n- ) u 
and ri~~=~-(~(hi)+l)a,, we see that dimM(/Z),.,=l and M(k),., is 
spanned by f $@I)+ i v. Thus dim Hom,(M(r,. A.), M(A)) d 1. 
hand, direct computation shows that ft(“J+ Iv is a maximal vector, so that 
om,(M(ri. A), M(L)) is nonzero, and the result follows. 
In view of this lemma, we will identify M(_r,. A.) with a submodule of 
M(i). 
~PROP~SITION 3.5. Let BE Ai, /2, PEP. If rg’ I”= p and /2-p =nb jar 
some neZ+, then Horn&M(p), M(A)) # 0. 
ProoJ We may assume IZ > 0, and use induction on ht p. If ht fi = 1, 
then j = ai for some i= I,..., I, and the result follows from Lemma 3.4. 
therwise, if ht p > 1, then since /7 = wcli for some w E W and some 
= l,..., I, we must have w -‘f -p) & -/?. By Proposition 3.1 and i~d~~tio~ 
on I(w), we see that -fi # Pi. Thus rjj3 < /I for some j = I,..., E. 
Since cx = riwoli, we have a E Ai with htcl< htP and 
(rj.l,)=r;y and rj~2-rj~p=rj(1L-p)=ri(r$)=n~. 
an imbedding M( rj ’ p) E M( rj ’ 1). 
Note that we cannot have both r, . p d p and rj. 23 1, since t WOUld 
imply yla = rj. .A - rj. p > i - p = n/l, contradicting the fact that ,!3. This 
leaves us with three cases to consider. 
If rj. p B ,U and rj. 2.3 A, then we are done by Proposition 
and rj. 2 <A, then we are done by Proposition 2.3. In t 
Y . p > p and rj. 2 < i, by Lemma 3.4 we have a chain of imbe 
(p) C M(r, p) E M(r,. A) E M(i). 
The remainder of this section is devoted to results which allow us to infer 
that weights are in the same Weyl group orbit. 
RQPQSITION 3.6. Let A, p ~lj* such that 2. + p E W(P’). Suppose we 
have a chain of Verma module imbeddings M(w ‘2) c M(p) E 
WE W. Then QE W-/2. 
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ProoJ: By hypothesis, there is some w’ E W such that w’ * ,?+ p E P+. 
Hence, by Proposition 3.1, Lemma 3.4, and induction on Z(w’), we have 
M(w./2)cM(~)~M(1)=M(Wf~l. w’.A)EM(w’.;1), so it suflices to 
prove the proposition with i+p E Pf. We use induction on Z(w). The 
statement is clear for Z(w) = 0, so assume Z(w) > 0, and write w = YEW” for 
some i= l,..., I and some w” E W such that Z(w”) = Z(w) - 1. 
If ri. p 3 ZJ, then, since ri. w. 3, = w”. i 3 w. 2 by Proposition 3.1, 
Proposition 2.3 gives a chain of imbeddings M(w” . A) = M(Fi. w. A) G 
M(F, . p) = M(r;. ,u) E M(F, . A) = M(i). By induction, ri. ZL E W. A, hence 
j.lE W./l. 
If, on the other hand, ri’ p < p, then we have a chain of imbeddings 
M( w” .A) = M(ri. w .A) G M( Fj. ,u) = M(U) c M(n). Again, by induction, 
,LLE W.1. 
The significance of the above proposition is expressed by the following 
corollary, which reduces the problem of the classical character and 
denominator formulas of Weyl to a simply stated question about Verma 
module imbeddings. 
COROLLARY 3.7. In order that the classical character and denominator 
formulas hold for g, it is sufficient that whenever there is an imbedding 
M(p) G M(l) with /z E P+, there is some w E W such that 
Hom,(Mw. 11, M(P)) # 0. 
Proof It is shown in [6, Theorem 6.21 that for the classical character 
and denominator formulas to hold, it is sufficient that whenever there is an 
imbedding M(h) c M(1) with 1, ,MG P+, /z = p. But in this case, by 
hypothesis we would have a chain of imbeddings M(w .A) c M(U) c M(i) 
for some w E W. By the above proposition, this implies ,u E W. A, so that 
,LL= w’. /? for some W’E W. Writing w’= ri, .‘. rj, with n = Z(w’), by 
Proposition 3.1 we have i > riH. A > . . . > ri, ’ ’ * . . ri, ’ A = w’ . A. Since p E P +, 
we must have n = 0 and A = p. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let 1, ,LLE $* with p +p E P+. Suppose we have Verma 
module imbeddings M(w . A) G M(p) G M(A) for some w E W. Then p E W* A. 
ProoJ We use induction on Z(w). If Z(w) = 0 then i = p. If Z(w) > 0, then 
write w = riw’, where W’E W, l<i<Z, and Z(w’)=Z(w)-1. If ri.w.;16 
w. i, then by Lemma 3.4 we have imbeddings M(w’ .J,) = M(rj. w. 1) E 
M(w. 1) E M(p) E M(/Z), and we are done by induction. Otherwise, by 
Proposition 2.3 we have M(w’ .A) = M( -. rr. w. A) C M(F,. p) = M(,u) E M(i), 
and we are done by induction, 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let I, ,u~t)* such that p + p E W(P+). Suppose we 
have imbeddings M(w . A) E M(p) E M(A) for some w E W. Then ,LL E W. A. 
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Proof. Let PE W*p’ with @ + p E Pi. By Proposition 3.1, p 6~‘. We 
use induction on ht($ - p). If p’ = ,u, then p E W. /1 by the above lemma. 
Otherwise, there is some i= l,..., I such that ri.p > p. Then, 
Proposition 2.3, we have imbeddings M(F,. w. A) E M(ri. p) E M(V,. 1) and 
ht(p’ - yi. 11) < ht(p’ - ,u). By induction, yi. p E W. (fi. I.) = W. ,k, and hence 
pE w. A. 
4. VERMA MODULE IMBEDDINCS AND Tm 
THEOREM 4.1. Let /z + p E P +, and let w, w’ E W. Then 
M(w’ . A)) # 0 zj” and only ij” there exists a sequence PI,..., fl,! in AZ 
such that w’ ‘2 >, rD, . w’ .I. > . ’ ’ > rpn ’ . . . . rpl w’ . i = w. ,I. In this case, 
dim Hom,(M(w . A), M(w’ L)) = 1. 
Progf If there are such roots /3i,..., j?,, then I-Iom,( 
Mjw’ * A)) # 0 by Proposition 3.5 and induction on n. Conversely, 
Wom,(M(w . A), M( w’ . A)) # 0, with w. A < w’ i. Since, by Propo 
if there is some chain of imbeddings M(w. A) E M(p) E M(w’ 
p E W. i, it suffices to assume that, whenever we have M(w . .A) G M(p) E 
M( w’ . i), we must have p = w. 1 or ,u = w’ A, and we shsw that there is 
some dcj~A; such that w. /z = rp. w’ . A. We use induction on E(w). If 
I(w) = 1, then w = ri for some i = l,..., I. Since ri. 3, < w’ ‘1,~ A, we must have 
w’. 2 = 1, and we take /? = cc,. 
Suppose I(w) > 1, and write w = riw” for some i= I,..., I and some w” E W 
with l(w”) = I(w) - 1. By Proposition 3.1, w. /z < w” I k, and we may assume 
w. 1” <WI’. i, since otherwise we would be done by i 
that Yi. w .i, = w”. A. If rl. w’. /z < w’. I., then, by 
om,(M(w”. L), M(w’. A)) #O, so that we have M( 
M( w’ .I.) and hence w” . .A = w’ .A, by assumption. In 
p = a,. 0n the other hand, if ri. w’ .A > w’ .;L, then, 
om,(M(w”.A), M(rj.w’.A))#O. Suppose we have Aa(w”.A)cM(~u)~ 
M(r, . w’ .A). Then Proposition 2.2 gives M(w ~ A) E MC?; .p) c M(w’ A), so 
that -r,. p = w. ,? or -ri’ p = w’ .A. But then we must have p = w”. iU or 
p = yi. w’ .A. Thus, we may apply the inductive hypothesis to obtain a E AR+ 
such that IN” .A= r, . ri. w’ .I?. But then w . I. = ri. r, . ri. w’ i, and 
rjr*ri = Yfl, where fl= rig. 
For the dimension statement, observe that, by 
Lemma 3.4, and induction on Z(w’), there is an 
M(A), so that dim Hom,(M(w . A), M(w’ ’ A)) < dim 
But the dimension statement of Proposition 2.3 and i~d~~tio~ on E(w) gives 
dim Mom,(M(w . A), M(A)) d dim IIom,(M(A), M(A)) = 1, an 
follows. 
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Observe that, when ;1 E P+, Proposition 3.3 allows the condition of the 
above theorem to be stated completely in terms of the Weyl group, 
independently of 1. 
DEFINITION 4.2. The Bruhat order on W is defined by w’ < w if there is 
a sequence PI,..., j3, in Ai such that w = rg, .‘. rpnw’ and Z(rp;.. rp,w’ > 
l(rLc+ I . . . rB. w’) for i = l,..., n. 
This definition allows us to restate Theorem 4.1 in terms of the Bruhat 
order on W, for the case where i E P+. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let 1 E P+, w, w’ E W. Then Hom,(M( w. L), M( w’ . A)) is 
nonzero if and only if w’< w. In this case Hom,(M(w. A), M(w’. A)) is one 
dimensional. 
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